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Atomic Disaster
Beep!
I woke up from my alarm with my brother. “Morning,” I said to my brother.
“Morning,” he said to me.
I looked through my bedroom trying to look for my gasmask I was making. “Found
it!,” I said loudly.
“Race you downstairs!” my brother screamed. We dashed downstairs for the
bigger slice of pancakes. “Beat you!” he yelled.
“That ain’t fair!” I responded.
I noticed dad and mom’s face looked excited today. We sat down and ate
breakfast.
“This is so good!” I yelled while my mouth was full.
“Don’t talk with your mouth full,” mom said and smiled at me.
“Kids,” dad said as my brother and I stared at him. “We’re going to Japan!” my
dad said excitedly while waving the tickets.
“Yay!” we yelled.
We’re going to leave in an hour, so go pack your stuff.” dad said.
I packed 4 gas masks, clothes, Boy Scout book and a lot of granola bars.
“Let’s head out,” Mom said.
It took an hour for us to get to the airport. We finally arrived, we rushed to our
plane. “Boarding to Tokyo, Japan! Boarding now,” the lady said.
We made it on time our plane, feeling nauseous, I heard the pilot announce, “We
will start going in a bit once we get all the passengers.” Everyone got on the
plane, looking scared, as if there were traffic on the highway. As it got on the
track the pilots announced, “We are ready to take off!”
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The plane started going faster as if it was a race car. The plane went up in the
clouds. “I can’t wait to get to Japan.” “Whoa!” my brother and I looked at the
buildings before we landed. When we landed we got off our plane. Exploring the
airport, we excitedly looked for a taxi to get to our hotel.
“Taxi!” dad shouted. “Finally a taxi,” dad whispered to himself. We got in the
taxi. The taxi driver spoke Japanese to us, dad spoke Japanese back to him. We
didn’t understand what they were saying. The Taxi took us to a fancy hotel.
“Whoa!” my brother and I said. We jumped on the bed until it was time to go to
sleep.
“Kids it’s time for bed,” dad said quietly. We hopped in bed to get some sleep for
an exciting day ahead.
“Evacuate!” I woke up suddenly in a panic. Sirens blasted throughout the city.
“Grab your stuff! We have got to get out of here!” dad yelled. We rushed
downstairs as fast as we could.
“Where is bro?” I said.
“Shoot!” my dad yelled.
I rushed back to quickly wake him up. I opened the door and grabbed him, “Get
up, we’ve got to go!” I yelled. We rushed downstairs again and saw mom and dad
waiting for us.
“Get in the bunker!” mom screamed. Everyone was in except me for me. I rushed
and closed the door. I ran for cover under a bed before Japan got nuked.
SWOOSH! The building started to collapse. I looked through my backpack to find
my gasmask before the bed broke. I quickly put on my gasmask as the building
collapsed. A rock fell on my foot making it bleed.
“Help!” I cried out as my foot got stuck on the wood from the bed. I stopped
panicking and took a breath. The wind pushed me to the wall as I was knocked
out. I quickly woke up in a panic covered with bricks.
“Help!” I screamed. “HELP!” I screamed again. I stopped screaming, thinking I am
going to die, but I didn’t give up. I started pushing the brick wall. “I can do it!” I
whispered to myself. I kept pushing and did it. I opened the bunker where my
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family was, nobody was in it. The radiation was burning me. I walked on the road
injured.
“Survivor!” the green suit people screamed. I realized it was the military. I started
to pass out while crying tears of joy. I woke up in the hospital with my mom, dad,
and brother. I was glad they were ok, we all cried in joy that we were all saved.
The military took us to another city in Japan named Hiroshima. We talked to the
government of Hiroshima, “It is unbelievable how you and your family survived,”
the government told me. After we had finished speaking to him he gave us free
tickets to return home.
“Thank you,” we said as we got on the plane. As the plane started moving I
thought, Home Sweet Home!

